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Abstract 
UHV power transmission technology is becoming the most mainstream power 
transmission technology at the moment. Compared with traditional high-voltage 
transmission, it has higher transmission power and lower loss, but it also brings more 
serious electromagnetic environment problems. By splitting the wire, the occurrence of 
corona and electromagnetic environment problems can be effectively reduced. In this 
paper, taking the 1100KV transmission line as an example, the Markt-Mendel method is 
used for numerical calculation of split conductors. The effect of split wire spacing and 
phase spacing on the field strength of the wire surface is studied. The results show that 
the field strength of the wire surface decreases with the increase of the phase spacing, 
and increases with the increase of the spacing. 
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1. Introduction 

China has a vast territory and uneven economic development. The east is the load center, but most of 
the energy centers are located in the west. The distribution is extremely uneven and will not be 
effectively solved in the short term. Therefore, the development of UHV long-distance power 
transmission is in Must do [1]. UHV transmission has higher transmission power and efficiency on 
the one hand, and lower voltage loss on the other hand. But at the same time, due to the increase in 
voltage levels, higher requirements have been placed on the insulation performance of the wires. For 
power transmission lines, once the voltage rises to a certain level, corona discharge is extremely easy 
to occur, and a series of adverse effects will occur under the influence of corona discharge, such as 
audible noise interference and radio interference. The current effective solution is to use split wire 
transmission to reduce the electric field intensity on the wire surface, thereby effectively reducing the 
occurrence of corona. Therefore, studying the selection of conductors and electrical parameter 
evaluation of UHV transmission lines is of great significance to the reliability, economy and 
environmental protection of UHV transmission lines. 

The UHV transmission technologies currently developed in China include UHV AC transmission 
technology and UHV DC transmission technology. Generally, UHV AC transmission technology is 
used for short-distance networking and power transmission, while DC transmission technology is 
used for long-distance, large-scale power transmission. Both play important roles in the development 
of power grids. In this paper, taking the 1100Kv UHV AC transmission line as an example, the Markt-
Mendel method is used to numerically calculate the electric field on the surface of a split conductor. 
The influence of parameters such as split spacing and split phase spacing on the electric field strength 
of the wire surface is studied. 
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2. Development Status at Home and Abroad 

Since the 1970s, countries such as the former Soviet Union, the United States, Canada, Brazil, and 
South Africa have taken into account the needs of ultra-high voltage levels, ultra-long-distance 
transmission, and ultra-large transmission capacity. While studying UHV AC transmission 
technology, they have also begun to conduct research Research work on UHV DC transmission 
technology. The United States first began to study UHV transmission. The U.S. Electric Power 
Company established a UHV research and test station to conduct a lot of research on the 
electromagnetic effects, radio interference, audible noise and other environmental issues of 
transmission lines. In 1974, it was under the auspices of the American Electric Power Research 
Institute. A 1500kV three-phase circuit was built and put into operation [2]. The former Soviet Union 
built a 270km industrial transmission line in 1978 and conducted field tests. Based on the previous 
research, a total of 2346km of 1150kV UHV lines were constructed by 1981. Japan began to conduct 
UHV research in 1972. After the first 500kV AC transmission line was put into operation, a 1,000kV 
UHV line was built in 1988. However, due to experiments and observations on environmental issues 
and ecological effects, and the Japanese economy in the 1990s fell into a downturn, UHV lines were 
eventually reduced to high-voltage line operation [3]. 

For a long time, China has mainly developed 500kv power transmission technology. With the 
development of the economy, the original power transmission system can no longer meet the 
increasing power consumption in the eastern region. For this reason, it is necessary to develop UHV 
DC transmission technology to realize the reasonable distribution of energy resources. After entering 
the 21st century, China has successively built many high-voltage direct current transmission 
technologies, and has continued to study the relevant characteristics of direct current transmission 
technologies. In February 2005, the preliminary research work for the million-volt AC transmission 
and ±800kV DC transmission projects was launched nationwide. A series of 800kV UHV DC 
transmission projects have been built and put into use one after another. The representative UHV DC 
transmission projects are built in two places in southern Jiangsu and Jinping, with a transmission 
distance of 2.1 million meters and a rated capacity of 7,200 MW. It was successfully put into use in 
2012. On June 29, 2012, China's ±1100kV UHV converter transformer passed the type test, which 
was developed by the State Grid. In this test, the transformer’s various indicators are excellent, and 
it is technically in line with the technical specifications for the construction of UHV DC transmission 
projects. It is a breakthrough in the development of ±1100kV DC transmission technology in China 
and even in the world. It is very important. Meaning. At present, China's UHV power transmission 
project has been in the international leading level in terms of transmission line length, transmission 
power, transmission equipment manufacturing and management [4]. 

2.1 Markt-Mendel Method 

The methods for solving the power frequency electric field of transmission lines are all based on 
Maxwell's electromagnetic equation theory. According to different problems and requirements, the 
solving methods are often different. Common numerical methods include finite element method, 
moment method, Markt-Mendel method, analog charge method and so on. This section introduces 
the Markt-Mendel method. 

 

 
Figure 1. Structure diagram of six-split single-phase conductor 
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The Markt-Mendel method assumes that the total charge of the split wire is uniformly distributed on 
each split wire. The ratio of the total charge of the line to the number of splits is calculated by the 
Maxwell potential coefficient method, and the field strength of a single wire is small. Finally, Perform 
vector superposition to find the surface field strength, the specific method is as follows: 

The equivalent radius formula of the sub-conductor: 
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In the formula, the radius of the split wire is represented by R (cm); the number of sub wires is 
represented by n; the radius of the sub wire is represented by r (cm). 

The charge value Q is removed by the Maxwell potential coefficient method, that is, the total wire 
charge: 
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[P] is the potential number matrix, [U] is the voltage matrix. The calculation formulas of self-potential 
coefficient and mutual-potential coefficient are: 
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Where Pii and Pij are the self-potential coefficient and the mutual potential coefficient, respectively, 
L is the mirror distance between the j-th equivalent pole wire and the i-th equivalent pole wire, and 
Lij is the j-th equivalent pole wire and the i-th equivalent pole wire. The distance between the pole 
wire paper, H is the height of the ground wire to the ground, and ε is the dielectric constant of air. 

Find the amount of charge of a single wire and the average surface electric field strength: 
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Due to the influence of the shielding effect, there is a difference between the actual surface field 
strength outside and inside the split wire. The formula for solving the surface field strength inside and 
outside the wire is as follows: 
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2.2 Calculation Results of Surface Field Strength of Conductors under Different Splitting 
Distances 

Based on the above related theoretical knowledge and calculation formula, this section uses the 
Markt-Mendel method to calculate the surface electric field intensity of the split wire. Keep the 
number of wire splits at 8 splits, the split spacing is 400mm, and the calculated surface electric field 
strength and maximum electric field strength values at 10m, 15m and 20m apart are shown in Table 
1. 

 

Table 1. Calculated values of surface electric field intensity of split conductors under different 
distances 

Split phase distance 10m 15m 20m 

Mean surface electric field intensity 13.98 12.16 10.25 

Maximum surface electric field intensity 18.06 16.47 14.62 

 

Figure 2 shows the relationship between electric field strength and phase spacing. It can be found that 
both the surface electric field intensity and the maximum electric field intensity decrease with the 
increase of the split phase spacing. Therefore, the electric field strength of the wire can be reduced 
by increasing the phase spacing. 

 

 
Figure 2. The relationship between electric field strength and phase spacing 

2.3 Calculation Results of Surface Field Strength of Conductors under Different Splitting 
Intervals 

Keep the number of splits at 8 and the split phase spacing at 15m. Calculate the surface electric field 
strength of the wire at the split spacings of 400mm, 450mm, 500mm and 600mm. The results are 
shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Calculated values of surface electric field intensity of split conductors under different 
spacings 

Split distance 400mm 450mm 500mm 600mm 
Mean surface electric field intensity 12.16 12.36 12.66 13.09 

Maximum surface electric field intensity 16.47 16.89 17.32 17.87 

 

 
Figure 3. The relationship between the surface electric field and the split spacing 

 

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the surface electric field and the split pitch. It can be seen 
from the figure that both the maximum surface electric field intensity and the average surface electric 
field intensity are positively correlated with the wire spacing. When the splitting distance increases 
from 400mm to 600mm, the maximum surface field strength increases from 16.47kV/m to 
17.87kV/m. Therefore, the impact of the electric field in residential areas of AC UHV transmission 
lines can be reduced by appropriately reducing the split spacing. In the actual circuit optimization 
design, it is a good method to reduce the impact of the power frequency electric field on the 
environment by reducing the split spacing. 

3. Conclusion 

Splitting the wire is one of the effective measures to solve the corona loss of UHV transmission and 
the electromagnetic environment. In this paper, a 1100Kv UHV transmission line is taken as an 
example to numerically calculate the electric field strength of split conductors under different split 
spacing and split phase spacing. The results show that when the number of splits is kept at 8, both the 
surface electric field intensity and the maximum electric field intensity decrease with the increase of 
the split phase spacing. Therefore, the electric field strength of the wire can be reduced by increasing 
the phase spacing; and the maximum surface electric field strength and the average surface electric 
field strength are positively correlated with the wire spacing. When the splitting distance increases 
from 400mm to 600mm, the maximum surface field strength increases from 16.47kV/m to 
17.87kV/m. Choosing a proper split spacing and split phase spacing can effectively reduce the 
occurrence of electromagnetic environment problems and corona loss. 
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